
 

Intro Transcript 

 

Welcome to the next session of How Writers Write Poetry. For this session we will be discussing 

form and content: specifically, the sound of a poem, the shape of a poem -- how sound can inform 

shape, and generate new work. This is one of those thorny issues in poetry that is, for me, absolutely 

thrilling and challenging to think about. How form can be that great liberation -- it may seem from 

the outside as a prison-house but in fact for the truly imaginative it becomes a way to find material, 

find those secret depths in the soul that maybe are closed off to you. 

 

- For this session we'll begin with Mary Jo Bang, who is the author of six books of poems, most 

recently The Last Two Seconds, as well as a translation of Dante's Inferno. She's received numerous 

honors and awards for her work, including fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the 

Bellagio Foundation, a Hodder Fellowship from Princeton University. She's the former editor of the 

Boston Review and currently is a professor at Washington University in Saint Louis. 

 

- So first we're going to hear from Carol Light, who received her MFA from the University of 

Washington where she was awarded the Academy of American Poets' Prize. She also received the 

Robert H. Winner award from the Poetry Society of America in 2013 and an award from Artists' 

Trust in 2012. Her first book is Heaven from Steam. And lastly we're going to close out with Carl 

Philips, the author of 12 books of poetry, including, most recently, Silver Chest and Double 

Shadow, which won the Los Angeles book prize. He's been awarded many honors, including the 

Kingsley Tufts Poetry Award, the Thom Gunn Award for Gay Male Poetry, and he was named a 

chancellor for the Academy of American Poets in 2006. So, first we're going to have Mary Jo Bang, 

talking about creating a soundscape for a poem, and how sound creates meaning. 

 

Then we'll have Carol Light, who will employ those same elements in speaking about how to create 

a sound-cloud, a word-cloud of sounds, and then we'll go on to Carl Philips who will speak about 

form as an expressive element in poetry. We hope that mo 


